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COMING SOON TO THE OHIO STATE ATHLETICS DISTRICT

The Athletics District consolidates the vast majority of 

practice and competitive facilities into a contiguous 

space. Doing so capitalizes on all the economies of 

scale such a district affords, providing student-athletes 

and their coaches the optimal training and competitive 

environments. We are excited to share that the newest 

projected addition to the district will be a lacrosse 

stadium.

The Ohio State Department of Athletics’ vision is to 

provide unparalleled experiences and opportunities for 

our student-athletes, fans and the Columbus community. 

A new lacrosse stadium is needed to bring this vision 

into a reality. Its impact will be recognized far beyond the 

boundaries of Ohio State’s campus.

The young men and women who play lacrosse here at 

The Ohio State University have found success despite 

not having a place to call home. Both teams practice at 

the football program’s Woody Hayes Athletic Center and 

play their games at Ohio Stadium and at Jesse Owen’s 

Memorial Stadium. Unfortunately, using these shared 

spaces forces the lacrosse programs to have little control 

over their practice times. This has negatively impacted the 

student-athletes’ class and recovery schedules.

Furthermore, game-days at the new lacrosse stadium will 

provide a better experience for the student-athletes, their 

fans, and their families. Instead of playing on a converted 

field at the 106,000 seat Ohio Stadium, the new lacrosse 

specific stadium will be 2,500 seats, providing a much 

more intimate and energized game-day feel. Complete 

with a brand new artificial field, shooting room, video 
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board, press box, and game-day locker rooms, this state-

of-the-art stadium will be unlike anything Central Ohio has 

experienced before.

Building upon this, the Columbus community will be 

able to benefit from the lacrosse stadium through youth 

camps and clinics. Young boys and girls, including future 

Buckeyes, will have the incomparable experience of 

learning from Ohio State staff and student-athletes in 

their new home. Buckeye Lacrosse will use this stadium 

to continue to grow the sport in Ohio and provide 

opportunities to the youth who revere them.

In the near future, the lacrosse stadium will stand on 

Ohio State’s hallowed grounds and will build upon the 

excellence that began with the university’s inception some 

150 years ago.

All renderings are subject to change.


